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About DejaEdit 
 
DejaEdit is a collaborative editing solution for Avid Media Composer. Media and timelines 
are automatically transferred between you and your co-workers around the world without 
the need to be online at all time. 
 
DejaEdit is based on a MXF workflow, but no particular codec is required. We recommend 
that you work with files that are in an offline resolution, like DNxHD LB (previously called 
DNxHD 36). 
 
These offline rushes can be created with any kind of DIT software, for example DaVinci 
Resolve, Colorfront Express Dailies or Pomfort Silverstack Lab. 
 
There are two DejaEdit applications, Client and Nexus. 
 
DejaEdit-Client 
 
DejaEdit-Client is for Edit stations located anywhere in the world. The editors can cooperate 
on the same media and share metadata between them. DejaEdit-Client is scalable on up to 
20 edit stations, 4 assistant stations, 3 VFX stations plus one DIT station. 

 
There are 5 different kinds of users 
 

• DIT – this user is on set and ingests all rushes into the system. 
• Master Editor – this user is for ‘Editor only’ projects, where there is no DIT user. This 

user ingests the rushes into the system, but is also an editor in the project. 
• Editor – this user is an editor in the project. 
• Assistant – this user works as an editing assistant in the project and prepares bins for 

the editors to use. 
• VFX – this user is at a VFX company and can create EDLs for pulls, export ref files etc. 

They can also ingest VFX previews and send them to the editors. 
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DejaEdit-Nexus 
 
With DejaEdit-Nexus you can connect an Avid Nexis* to the DejaEdit workflow. DejaEdit- 
Nexus is installed on a Mac, which is connected to an Avid Nexis. It doesn’t need Avid Media 
Composer installed, just the Avid Nexis Client Manager** software so it can connect to the 
Avid Nexis*. The editing stations connected to the Avid Nexis* don’t need any additional 
software installed, just Avid Media Composer. They can be both Mac and Windows. 
 
There are two different licenses for DejaEdit-Nexus, Full and Push. 
 
Full license – You get all the functionality of DejaEdit. The Avid project on the Nexis* is just 
like any other edit station. All media and metadata is exchanged between all edit stations, 
both on the Nexis and outside. 

 
Push license – Allows media and metadata to be pushed from the DIT to the Avid Nexis*. 
This can be used when you want the media to get quickly from set to the Nexis environment.  

 
* (Avid Nexis, EditShare or similar server) 
** (Avid Nexis Client Manager, EditShare Connect or similar)   
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What’s new in DejaEdit 2.0 - 2.2 
 
Here are the things that are new in DejaEdit 2.0 – 2.2 
 

• Support for Amazon S3 and Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage 
• New user types: Assistant and VFX 

 
Support for Amazon S3 and Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage 
 
In addition to our own servers we added support for Amazon S3 and 
Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage. This means that we can offer a cloud server 
close to your location with the speed, safety and security Amazon AWS  
and Wasabi stand for.  
 
Assistant 
 
With an assistant license you can have one assistant editor that serves all editors. The bins 
from the assistant are not locked and can be put anywhere in the Media Composer project. 
 
VFX 
 
This license is for VFX houses. The editors can put bins in the ToVFX folder and these bins are 
sent to the VFX house, where they can export EDLs, references etc. The VFX house can also 
import previews of the VFX shots and send them to the editors. 
 
The VFX license can see all source folders, so it’s simple to find additional footage needed for 
the VFX shots. 
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Installation 
 
Installing DejaEdit-Nexus is simple. You need the following: 
 

• a DejaEdit-Nexus installer package 
• a License Key 
• a Nexis workspace and Avid Nexis Client Manager installed 
• an Avid Media Composer project 

 
The DejaEdit-Nexus installer package can be downloaded from the dejasoft.com website. 
To install, just double click the installer package and follow the setup guide. DejaEdit-Nexus 
will be installed in the Applications folder. 
 
The License key will be sent to you by e-mail. How to enter the key will be explained in the 
Setup chapter. 
 
The Nexis workspace should be large enough to hold all media required by the project.  
 
DNxHD LB (previously called DNxHD 36) at 1920x1080 needs about 15GB of storage space 
per hour of material. This means that you will get approximately 65 hours of footage on a 
1TB drive. 
 
The Avid Media Composer project you will be using must be created before you can 
configure DejaEdit. Create it just like any other project on the Nexis from one of the editing 
suites. 
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The DejaEdit-Nexus window 
 
When you start DejaEdit-Nexus from the 
Applications folder you will see this window. 
At the top you have the setup part, which 
will be explained in the Setup chapter. 
 
You will also find a list of editing suites that 
are connected to the Avid Nexis. This list will 
be empty when you first start DejaEdit-
Nexus. 
 
Sync 
The DejaEdit bins (Source, Outbox, Inbox and ToSet) will automatically be synchronized 
every two minutes. Pressing ‘Sync’ will manually sync the bins. It will also make newly 
downloaded media available in Avid Media Composer. 
 
Force MediaSync 
Media is automatically synchronized every five minutes. But if you need to transfer new 
media within this period you can select ‘Force MediaSync’. If there is new media available on 
the server or if you have imported new media, DejaEdit-Nexus will upload and download this 
media. 
 
Force Project Backup 
Each day at midnight DejaEdit-Nexus makes a backup of the Avid Media Composer project 
and uploads it to the server. If you want to make a backup at any other time you can do it by 
selecting “Force Project Backup”. Read more about this in the Backup chapter. 
 
Information 
Next to the buttons you will find three rows which inform you about:  
 

• Sync – shows status while syncing. 
• MediaSync – shows the status of the current 

media transfer. 
• Backup – shows the status of the backup 

function. 
 
When there are no active tasks, these rows will tell you when the last Sync, MediaSync or 
Backup was performed.  
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Setup 
 
The setup of DejaEdit-Nexus can be done on one of the editing computers connected to the 
Nexis, but it’s recommended to use a separate computer which isn’t shut down during night. 
 
Prerequisites 
Connect to the Nexis Workspace (using Avid Nexis Client Manager) you will be using for the 
project. Make sure it’s large enough for the whole project. 
 
Create the project you will be using in 
Avid Media Composer. 
 
Set the media creation drive to the 
workspace you are going to use. You 
cannot select the system drive.  
 
Now it’s time to setup DejaEdit. 
 
Start DejaEdit-Nexus from the Applications folder. 
 
Unlock the setup area by clicking the lock and entering the 
computers username and password. 
 
Register 
DejaEdit uses a license key with all the settings 
needed. This makes setting up DejaEdit very 
simple. You will get your license key via e-mail. 
 
Copy the license key from the e-mail. Please be 
careful not to select any spaces before or after 
the key. 
 
Select ‘Register’ from the setup area 
and use the ‘Paste’-button to enter 
the License key. Then hit ‘OK’.  
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Avid Project 
Select the Avid Media Composer project you just created by pressing ‘Browse’ and navigate 
with the file-browser to the Avid project folder. 
 
Workspace 
Select the Nexis Workspace you want to use by pressing “Browse” and navigate with the file-
browser to the root of the Nexis Workspace. 
 
Start after Login 
This will start DejaEdit-Nexus as soon as you login to your computer. It’s recommended to 
always turn this on. 
 
If ‘Enable Auto-Transfer’ is enabled DejaEdit-Nexus will start transferring media after one 
minute and metadata after two minutes. 
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Avid Media Composer folders 
 
DejaEdit-Nexus creates folders inside the Avid Media 
Composer project which was selected during setup. You find 
these in the ‘DejaEdit’ folder. If you have a Push license you 
will only get the Source folder. 
 
Source 
This is where the DIT or Master Editor creates bins with the 
rushes.  
 
The bins will be ‘read only’ for Editors and are owned by 
DEJAEDIT. The bin will also show a red lock when opened. 
You can read and copy from the bin, but you cannot save to 
it. 
 
Outbox 
All editors connected to the Avid Nexis share the Outbox. Each editor can create one or 
more bins to share clips and sequences with the editors in the project which use DejaEdit-
Client and who can be located anywhere in the world. You cannot create subfolders. 
 
Just create a bin and drop a copy of your clip or sequence into it, then close or save the bin, 
otherwise DejaEdit-Nexus doesn’t transfer it. 
 
These bins are automatically synced every 2 minutes. 
 
Inbox 
The Inbox folder will be created once an editor using DejaEdit-Client shares a bin in their 
Outbox. A subfolder will be created in the Inbox, so you can see who shared the bin. 
The bins will be “read only”, like the bins in Source. If you want to make any changes to any 
of the timelines in these bins you need to make copy of the timeline to another bin in the 
project.  
 
Assistant 
If you are using an assistant who uses DejaEdit-Client, then this is where you receive the 
assistant bins, which are not locked. This means that you can work in them and you can 
move them anywhere in the Nexis project. Each bin will only appear once. So if you delete it, 
it will be gone. 
 
ToSet 
Instead of exporting a QuickTime or mp4 and sending it to the director who is on set you can 
use DejaEdit’s ‘ToSet’ bin. 
 
In this folder the editor can create bins that will be sent to the DIT station.  
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DejaEdit-Nexus just sends the sequence metadata since all media is already at the DIT 
station, including everything imported by the editors (see the Import / create material 
chapter). 
 
Drop a copy of the sequence to the bin you created in the ToSet folder you want to show 
and close / save the bin. 
 
These bins are automatically synced every 2 minutes. 
 
ToVFX 
 
Bins put in this folder are sent to the VFX company. At the VFX company these bins will 
appear in their Inbox.   
 
Read more about this in the VFX chapter. 
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Ingest from set by the DIT 

 
The DIT on set has a computer with DejaEdit-Client and Avid Media Composer on it. The 
media is ingested into Media Composer and then DejaEdit-Client sends both media and 
metadata to the server. 
 
The media ingested will show up in the DejaEdit Source 
folder. 
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Import / create material 

 
Material like music, video, and graphics can be imported on all edit stations, both on the 
workstations connected to the Nexis and the once on the outside. You can even create 
Titles.  
 
The material will be sent to the DejaEdit server, and then to all other edit stations using 
DejaEdit-Client, when the next MediaSync is performed. 
 
Try to avoid international characters in the filenames you import. 
 
The imported media is also sent to the DIT station which is explained in the Avid Media 
Composer Folders chapter under ‘ToSet’ bin. 
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Assistant 
 
With an assistant license in your workflow you can 
have up to 3 assistant editors on the outside (not 
connected to the Nexis server) that serve all 
editors.  
 
The advantage of using the Assistant folder instead 
of the Inbox folder is that the bin from the 
assistant is not locked and can be used directly to 
edit in. 
 
The editor can also move this bin anywhere in the 
project since it will only appear once in the 
Assistant folder. But this also means that if the 
editor deletes it, it’s gone. 
 
 

VFX 
 
This license is for VFX houses (which are not connected 
to the Avid Nexis) that are involved in the film. The VFX 
license can’t see the shared Outbox folders from the 
editors. They only get what the editors put in the 
‘ToVFX’ folder. These folders show up in the Inbox at 
the VFX house. 
 
The VFX license can see all source folders, so it’s simple 
for them to find additional footage needed for the VFX 
shots. 
 
The VFX house can also import previews of the VFX 
shots and send them to the editors by placing the bin 
with the shots in their own Outbox, which the will 
appear in the Inbox on the Avid Nexis. 
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Backup 
 
Create backup 
 
Each day at noon and at midnight DejaEdit-Nexus makes a backup of your entire Avid Media 
Composer project and uploads it to the server. For this to work, the computer must be on 
and there has to be an internet 
connection. 
 
Restore backup 
 
When restoring a backup, you will 
download a zip file of the Media 
Composer project folder. DejaEdit-
Nexus will not overwrite your current 
Media Composer project.  
 
 
To restore a backup, click the ‘Restore Backup button’. After a short while you will see a list 
of all the backups with the date and time of the backup. Select the backup you want to 
restore and select ‘OK’. You will be asked where you want to restore the backup, for 
example the Desktop. 
 
Unzip the backup file and pick the files you need. 
 

LUTs 
 
DejaEdit will distribute LUT files which are placed in the Avid Project’s LUTs folder. It doesn’t 
matter which user (DIT, editor or NEXIS client) imports the LUT. It will be sent to all other 
edit stations. You might need to restart Avid Media Composer to make it aware of new LUT 
files that have been transferred into the project.  
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Legal 
 
Avid Media Composer and Avid Nexis are registered trademarks of Avid Technologies Inc. 
 
 
 


